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A. auto
B. on
C. forwarding
D. transparent
E. desirable
F. blocking
Answer: A,B,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
A company has two different domains in their IBM QRadar system:
Domain_A and Domain_B. An administrator has been tasked to
create a rule to look only at events that are tagged with
Domain_A and ignore rules that are tagged with the other
domains.

What domain text should the administrator use to create this
rule?
A. from domain: Domain_A
B. is from domain: Domain_A
C. domain is: Domain_A
D. domain is one of: Domain_A
Answer: D
Explanation:
Reference:
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SS42VS_7.3.1/com
.ibm.qradar.doc/ c_domain_specific_rules_offenses.html

NEW QUESTION: 3
You work as a Network Administrator for Rick International. The
company has a TCP/IP-based network. A user named Kevin wants to
set an SSH terminal at home to connect to the company's
network. You have to configure your company's router for it. By
default, which of the following standard ports does the SSH
protocol use for connection?
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
A storage administrator wants to limit an operating system from
accessing all of the storage within the array. Which of the
following could be enabled on the SAN?
A. Data at rest encryption
B. Implement different file formats
C. LUN masking
D. Access control lists
Answer: C
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